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Abstract: Agile project management pursues repetitive and continuous management through an
empirical process control method considering the complexity of the project. This study aimed to
propose a collaborative Building Information Modeling (BIM)-based work process, focusing on
construction coordination tasks among participants during the construction phase of a project. The
theoretical framework chosen for this endeavor was the Scrum framework, selected after analyzing
previous research to align with the specific characteristics of construction coordination. Using the
Scrum framework as a foundation, the study employed the exCPM methodology to model the
collaborative BIM-based construction coordination progress. To validate the model, it underwent
a transformation into a Petri-Nets model through the marked graph building block (MGBB) along
with established rules for model conversion. The converted model was then subjected to validation
through reachability tree analysis. The findings of this study hold applicability to diverse collaboration
processes that leverage BIM in the construction industry.
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1. Introduction

The requirements of a construction project are complex, depending on the size, type,
and other characteristics of the project. Moreover, the final product of a construction project,
a building, is created through the collaboration and coordination of participants with
various interests [1]. This process is iterative and progressive throughout the lifecycle of
the construction project. Rework issues, such as frequent design errors, redesigns, and
reconstructions, that occur during this process are a major obstacle to achieving project
goals [2]. Traditional construction project management methodologies focus on meeting
project objectives with constraints, such as scope, schedule, and cost, and existing studies
have solved problems through explicit and theoretical modeling [3].

Building information modeling (BIM) technology, which is expected to improve the
management of construction projects, focuses on achieving the goals of traditional construc-
tion projects and related technologies, such as model authoring, using BIM S/W directly
related to tangible project deliverables [4], 3D BIM model representation level (e.g., level
of development (LOD)) [5], and information exchange, such as the information delivery
manual and model view definitions (MVDs) [6–8]. Furthermore, 3D BIM is expanding
into multidimensional (nD) BIM by fusing concepts, such as schedule, cost, sustainability,
facility management, and safety [9–14]. However, the techniques suggested by these studies
may conflict with existing processes or may not work well when introduced into traditional
construction project management methodologies [15]. In this regard, various approaches
have been proposed to improve the way construction projects are procured, including
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integrated project delivery (IPD) [16], virtual design and construction [17], design for man-
ufacturing and assembly (DfMA) [18], and off-site construction (OSC) [19]. However, these
prior studies either work properly only for specific targets and processes or focus on local
optimization, so it is difficult to have a significant impact on meeting the constraints of
construction projects.

Meanwhile, in the case of software development, the complexity of projects makes
it difficult to adopt a defined process control approach; hence, it is preferable to choose
an empirical process control approach [20]. It has also been shown that, in the long
run, getting it right the first time with empirical process control is far more cost-effective
than reworking defective products produced with explicit process control [21]. Therefore,
advanced construction companies, such as Tidhar [22] and DPR [23,24], recognize BIM as a
tool for managing construction projects and focus on the aspects of fusing it with traditional
lean construction concepts for its effective functioning. This study aimed to model and
verify BIM-based construction coordination progress that enables continuous and iterative
collaboration in order to improve the collaboration process in the construction phase of
construction projects.

2. Literature Review
2.1. Agile Project Management Approach

Various Agile methods are used in software development, including the eXtreme
programming development process, Scrum development process, crystal family of method-
ologies (CM), and dynamic system development method [25–27]. These methods are
utilized to satisfy customers, support interactions, communicate, and produce high-quality
products. Among them, the Scrum development method assumes that the uncertainty in
the early stages of a software development project is high, the requirements can change
sufficiently during the process, and the risks and uncertainties of such projects are the
same as those of construction projects. For this type of project management, it is crucial to
understand how to run a team in a changing environment. Scrum is a way of responding
to customer needs in an agile, iterative, and incremental way through strong, highly skilled
teams [28].

Meanwhile, Toyota’s lean philosophy states that continuous improvement activities
should go hand in hand with the elimination of waste. In development organizations, the
value ratio is no more than 7%, and over 93% of the time is wasted [29]. As the amount of
time that adds value across the entire timeline is very small, i.e., roughly 5%, improving this
time will not have a significant effect. However, there is a significant amount of time wasted
in the process, and eliminating it can improve the value ratio. Several studies have been
conducted in construction to identify and quantify non-value-added efforts to eliminate this
waste [30,31]. Lean focuses on the baton, the value of the project, not the runners—workers,
machines, etc. It does not produce a suboptimal optimization that maximizes the utility of
the worker or machine. Instead, bottlenecks are removed to accelerate value throughput
for customers. This is the focus of Scrum, producing valuable features in short time-boxed
iterations [29].

2.2. Lean Construction and BIM-Based Construction Project Management

A manufacturing production line and a construction project site are different in several
ways. Various lean construction tools and elements are still in their infancy, as the lean
production theory and practice are not a perfect fit for the construction industry [32].
Nevertheless, lean construction techniques are gaining popularity because the approach
of lean production can have a significant impact on the profitability of a project [33].
In addition, a study proposed a lean assessment scale to quantify lean implementation,
which evaluated six lean construction factors (last planner, increased visualization, huddle
meeting, first-run studies, five S’s, and fail safe for quality) [34]. Lean construction is a
management paradigm that tends to disrupt traditional project management [22].
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The convergence of lean construction and BIM-based construction project management
has been conducted in various previous studies [35–37]. BIM is a key technology in
lean construction for changing the management paradigm, requiring the adoption of
BIM-appropriate workflows that differ from traditional ways of working. DPR E&C
utilizes an IPD approach for project management to bring lean thinking to its construction
projects. To apply the IPD approach to construction projects, construction coordination
progress, including data collection, work planning, BIM modeling appropriate for work
plan review, plan review using the BIM model, adjustment, and execution, is carried out
repeatedly and continuously every three weeks. The BIM model is used to support smooth
collaboration between participants in this process. Lean management techniques are also
adopted to execute and manage planned work. Through an iterative, incremental process
of aggregating all the information required for planning into a single BIM model, then
sharing that BIM model with everyone involved in the planning process, and modifying
and supplementing it, a specific and realistic plan for the actual construction can be created.
This approach can maximize productivity and quality by minimizing issues, such as mid-
course corrections and rework, compared with the execution of incomplete plans resulting
from traditional project management methods [38].

2.3. Properties of BIM-Based Construction Coordination Progress

Construction coordination is defined as a process by which a project manager pro-
vides services to the stakeholders involved in a construction project [39]. There are eight
methods of coordination required for construction project management: meetings, informal
discussions, site visits, written correspondence, plans, schedules, reports, and contract
documents [40]. On-site construction coordination can be varied and complex, from one-
time to ongoing. Therefore, BIM-based construction coordination does not simply involve
implementing nD BIM [9–14] or BIM-based clash detection and design validation [41,42].

BIM-based construction coordination progress is a process to achieve BIM goals
through various BIM uses that can be utilized in the construction phase [43]. Professional
BIM staff helps reduce design errors, improve constructability, and enable better communi-
cation during this process [44–46]. Professionals involved in a project often make a request
for information (RFI) from the BIM staff to improve construction coordination progress
based on BIM. Depending on the type of RFI, the amount of time required for BIM staff
to provide BIM services to support construction coordination varies widely. Therefore,
if the focus is on BIM use rather than BIM goals, it is likely to result in the same narrow
optimization as before.

Ham and Yuh (2023) classified BIM RFIs for BIM-based construction support and con-
ducted a performance analysis of prioritizing high-priority RFIs [47]. Huh et al. (2023) also
analyzed the effectiveness of applying a prioritization policy to improve the performance
of a BIM-based design validation process [48]. These studies utilized a priority queue,
an empirical process control approach from the field of management science. However,
BIM-based construction coordination progress is built as an abstract queue, which has
limitations in managing iterative and incremental collaboration processes. This study
aimed to establish an iterative and gradual BIM-based collaboration process that reflects
the characteristics of BIM-based construction coordination progress, and to verify the
process and present implications through a case analysis of the BIM-based construction
coordination process in the construction phase.

2.4. Business Process Modeling Methodology

The business process modeling method involves creating a simplified and abstracted
form of the model to represent the progress of the work according to a certain representation
format [49]. Tasks are also defined by process and participant, and the flow and correlation
of data generated through diagrams are visually expressed [50].

Various business process modeling methods have been applied to represent the BIM-
based construction process. The Integration DEFinition 0 (IDEF0) modeling method consists
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of activity, input, control, output, mechanism, and call arrow. This method is useful for
understanding the information flow in a task and has been used to represent information
flow in BIM and extended reality [51]. Business process modeling notation enables the
design and diagramming of various processes by dividing activities into organizations or
participating entities and notating the flow of information between activities according
to the time flow of the process. It has been used to represent processes for various BIM
uses and was developed by Penn State [43]. The unified modeling language (UML) is
a general-purpose modeling language that leverages object-oriented concepts to model
systems and provides a standard way to visualize system designs. This language has been
used to model the requirements and specifications for the cloud-based BIM governance
platform [52]. Al Hattab and Hamzeh (2013) developed swim-lane process flow diagrams
to show the flow of design output deliverables across different design stages and respective
teams under ideal BIM-based and traditional designs to demonstrate the differences in
information flows qualitatively at a macro level using BIM [53]. Petri-Nets can be used
to model systems with asynchronous elements that are tightly connected to one another,
and are composed of places, transitions, arcs, and tokens. Places represent the state of
a system, its behavior, etc., and transitions represent events that cause change. Tokens
can represent the state of the system at a particular point in time [54]. However, these
process modeling methodologies have limitations for modeling collaborative processes
that represent multiple actors.

Collaborative process modeling (CPM) is a methodology for modeling collaborative
processes between multiple performers and other organizations [55]. CPM is process-centric
and consists of eight components based on UML notation. The general process, internal
collaborative process, and external collaborative process are organized with different symbols,
allowing for an intuitive understanding of the process by indicating the actors who perform
the work. In addition, the model completed through CPM can be converted into a Petri-Nets
model through marked graph building blocks (MGBBs) and rules for model conversion,
enabling model analysis and validation. However, there are limitations to the real-time moni-
toring of collaborative processes and the representation of information exchanged between
collaborative processes and between actors. Extended CPM (exCPM) maintains the advan-
tages of the CPM method and consists of 10 elements, reflecting the state token of Petri-Nets,
the color token of colored Petri-Nets, and the ICOM concept of IDEF0 [56]. exCPM divides
processes into three types: general, internal collaboration, and external collaboration, and
each process is represented by three areas. Collaborative processes are intuitively monitored
by displaying process information in the first area, the execution status of the process in
the second area, and the actors as color tokens in the third area. The representation of
information flow adopts the IDEF0 concepts of input, output, and control, and takes the
form of a dotted line to distinguish it from process transitions. The other elements follow
the components of a traditional CPM methodology, as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. exCPM elements.

Symbol Description Symbol Description
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Lee et al. (2010) introduced exCPM, an expanded version that can increase the collabo-
rative process modeling and analysis capabilities of existing CPM methods [56]. One of the
distinguishing features of exCPM is that it supports model validation by converting exCPM
models into Petri-Nets models. Through case analysis, this study confirmed how exCPM
contributes to clearly explaining collaborative work in the manufacturing and business
areas. Additionally, this study showed that the exCPM method is useful for improving
productivity by capturing and validating collaboration between collaboration partners.
Park et al. (2014) applied exCPM, which was proposed to model the collaboration process
in the industrial engineering field, to research in the construction field in order to improve
the collaboration process in the BIM-based early design stage [57]. The exCPM model was
proposed by analyzing the collaboration process between architectural design subjects and
structural engineering subjects in the early design stage of an actual construction project. In
addition, the proposed exCPM model was converted to a Petri-Nets model and analyzed
to validate whether the process model was properly constructed.

3. Problem Statements of Real-World BIM-Based Construction Project

As shown in previous studies, from a lean perspective, the focus of project manage-
ment should be on the production output, which is the value of the project, rather than
on the main players, such as workers and machines. Therefore, local optimization that
maximizes the utility of workers or machines is avoided. Previous approaches to BIM
research have focused excessively on the form of BIM as an information tool or the level
of detail in information rather than on improving the quality of production outputs or
optimizing processes. For example, by increasing the LOD of the BIM model to calculate
material quantity information, the primary goal of obtaining bill of quantity (BoQ) can
be achieved. However, when 5D BIM is constructed by linking cost breakdown structure
(CBS) and BIM model to manage costs at the project management level, the complexity
of information management increases, making it difficult to utilize for actual cost man-
agement. Additionally, when configuring 4D BIM, additional BIM models for necessary
construction, equipment, materials, and personnel are required in addition to the building
components being constructed. Even if 4D BIM is created by visualizing process infor-
mation by linking the BIM model and work breakdown structure (WBS), it is possible
to recognize the progress of the work, but it does not make a significant contribution to
managing the actual process. In other words, BIM models built with a lot of investment are
not recycled for various purposes, but are often not properly used for the single purpose
they were originally intended for. Therefore, through the case analysis of this study, this
study seeks to establish the justification that it is important to model collaboration and
information flow between various entities centered on work rather than building a process
centered on the BIM model.

As a methodology for modeling collaborative processes between multiple performers
and different organizations, the exCPM methodology can provide solutions for iterative,
continuously managed work processes. To examine the field applicability of the exCPM
methodology reviewed in the literature, this study conducted a case analysis of a real
construction project where BIM was applied and operationalized. Figure 1 shows a bird’s
eye view of a case project. As an apartment building construction project with a total of
12 buildings and 908 units, the site is so complex that construction coordination progress is
being managed through BIM.
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Figure 1. Bird Eye View of Case Project.

The construction phase of a construction project refers to the phase wherein the
building is built as a result of the production carried out by various participants. Therefore,
the form and type of information generated by BIM vary greatly depending on the user’s
purpose for utilizing the information and the form of utilization. The problems addressed in
theoretical studies and the approaches to applying BIM to solve them are limited. There is
no generalized concept of LODs and MVDs that can be applied to real-world projects. While
the goal is the same, the production process is varied and complex. In fact, construction
coordination between the general contractor (GC), who manages the construction project,
and the subcontractor (SC), who directly performs the construction, is carried out through
the BIM model as shown in Figure 2 to proceed with the structure of the basement floor after
the earthwork is completed. For the overall process management, the BIM model visualizes
the process information of pouring leveling concrete (pink model), pouring foundation
concrete (yellow model), pouring basement concrete (green model), and pouring main
building concrete connecting to the basement (red model). Owing to the large scale of
the project, it is separated based on process information to manage the resources put
into the construction efficiently. Furthermore, the locations of tower cranes for on-site
construction operations, pump cars for concrete pouring, and ready-mixed concrete are
laid out in the BIM model. During production, various project stakeholders are involved in
the collaborative process, including design, process, and construction teams.
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In traditional project management, the excuse for not using BIM in the field is that
there are no participants who can work directly with the BIM model. However, as in
previous studies, construction sites can support BIM RFIs by having BIM staff who are
familiar with BIM and by making information extracted from BIM available in various
forms to those who are not familiar with BIM [44,45]. If BIM RFIs are not properly processed
by professional BIM staff, it may delay the work of project participants who are responsible
for making decisions or executing work in the project [47,48]. The information required
for the communication, coordination, and decision-making processes required to carry
out a construction project is not limited to the original BIM model created in the actual
BIM authoring tool. Figure 3 shows a contractor coordination meeting led by the project
manager, where on-site participants use the BIM model to discuss a complex structure plan
for an apartment building before construction. At this site, not only does the construction
of 12 main buildings need to be managed simultaneously, but the ground level is different
for each main building, and all available information, such as level information and section
information from BIM, is utilized to ensure the construction quality of the main building of
the apartment building connected to the basement floor.
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Figure 4 shows a scene where the BIM model reflecting the results of construction
coordination is used for on-site construction inspection to verify the construction quality.
In this case site, a detailed BIM model was built and utilized for the cost control of the
structural construction work. This shop model was created in Builder Hub for cost control
purposes, but was also utilized for quantity takeoffs and to review construction results by
viewing the 3D geometry on a smartphone.

The structural construction work of an apartment building project involves several
simultaneous activities that need to be managed, and a BIM model, shown in Figure 5,
can be applied to monitor the construction progress. As shown in Figure 4, reviewing
construction quality for a specific area and monitoring the entire construction process
require two different approaches to project management. Consequently, the type and
form of BIM model required to achieve these objectives will vary. This indicates that a
BIM model for process management and a BIM model for reviewing construction quality
may be defined differently, not only in terms of LOD but also in terms of the scope of
implementation. The BIM models of the typical floor, where the same shape is repeated,
and the lower floors and rooftop floors, where the existing Euro-form is applied, can be
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constructed differently in the main building unit. For the lower floors and rooftops, the goal
is not to build a BIM model but rather to identify and eliminate areas where the basement
structure and the primary structure may interfere. For the typical floor, once the gang-form
is set, the structural construction sequence is a typical one-cycle process. Consequently,
a detailed BIM model that serves as a baseline can be used repeatedly, rather than a BIM
model for every baseline floor. The more important management factor is the grouping of
tasks so that there is no waiting or waste through BIM-based construction coordination. At
this site, there were a total of 12 main building structural construction works to be managed
simultaneously, and the process was managed in groups of six buildings.
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Table 2 shows the floor area, type composition, and number of units in the case project.
Finishing work management can be achieved for each main building. Unlike structural
construction, the type and order of construction are different based on the space within the
unit. For the cost analysis of the finishing works, detailed BIM models of different types of
floor areas and shapes can be used as representatives, as summarized in Table 2. However,
building a BIM model for every generation to manage the process can cause difficulties in
creating and managing data. The GC assigns tasks to SCs in batches of several floors to
manage the process of finishing work. BIM models should be built and utilized for these
management purposes and methods.
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Table 2. Floor area type and number of households.

House Type 39 m2 45 m2 A 45 m2 B 59 m2 A 59 m2 B 75 m2 A 75 m2 B 84 m2 Total

General sale unit 42 164 32 110 1 26 52 58 485

Union member
unit 1 4 21 219 15 17 37 71 385

Rental unit 38 - - - - - - - 38

Total 81 168 53 329 16 43 89 129 908

Figure 6 shows a spatial BIM model for managing the finishing work process for an
84 m2 type building. One floor of this main building has four units of the same type. A
dedicated space in a unit is divided into 12 color-coded spaces. As each space is subject to
some construction, managing the sequence of work and interference becomes the focus of
process management. A spatial BIM model is lighter than an object-based BIM model, and
there is no need to consider whether to model the materials applied to an area through a
complex input method or on a material-by-material basis. The spatial BIM model acts as
an identifier for what finishes are being completed in which space. This indicates that the
progress of finishing work can be managed by vertically integrating the spatial BIM model,
enabling three-dimensional process management.
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As seen earlier, work-centered BIM models are very diverse in form, and it is difficult
to specify the LOD. The BIM models reviewed above are not models created directly by the
construction company, but are models created by a professional construction company for
collaboration, communication, and coordination with the construction company. Therefore,
BIM models that focus on work inevitably have different forms. When analyzing the
performance of an apartment complex, material values and performance data entered into
the BIM model can be used. However, through this model, rather than the construction
company directly analyzing environmental performance (e.g., carbon emissions), analysis
is performed through collaboration and information exchange with service entities that
analyze environmental performance. In addition, the BIM model for operation and main-
tenance must add not only as-built information but also information about the users and
management entities that occupy the household. Rather than separate additional modeling
work, a system should be created in which information is extracted from the BIM model
according to a data classification system suitable for operation and maintenance purposes
based on a standard format such as Construction Operation Building information exchange
(COBie). As a result, BIM model-centered process modeling inevitably has limitations.
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Applied to complex construction projects, BIM models can support construction
coordination in several ways. As observed from the case analysis, it is difficult to formulate
criteria for a BIM model that can be applied universally in the field. Therefore, at the project
management level, it is necessary to apply a methodology that can visualize and manage
the collaborative relationship between participants and the process of iterative work. By
applying these methodologies, an empirical management system that is process-driven
rather than information-driven can be built.

4. Research Framework
4.1. Scrum Framework of BIM-Based Constrution Coordination Progress

As shown in the literature review, BIM-based construction project management re-
quires a new way of managing projects that is different from traditional project management.
In particular, the construction phase should be managed through an empirical process
control method, as the BIM-based construction coordination progress, which is the process
of achieving BIM goals through various BIM uses, is iterative and continuous.

Visibility, inspection, and reconciliation are critical for effectively utilizing an empir-
ical process control approach. First, visibility indicates that process elements that affect
outcomes must be visible to those who control the process. Not only must these elements
be visible, but the visible values themselves must be real. Second, inspection indicates
that frequent inspections of different elements of the process are required for the prompt
detection of any unacceptable level of error that occurs during the process. Third, adapta-
tion indicates that, if an inspection of a process reveals that one or more elements (tasks)
have exceeded acceptable limits and the end result is expected to be nonconforming, the
inspector should immediately adjust the process or the resources at work, and these adjust-
ments should be made as quickly as possible to minimize further damage. In this study,
the BIM-based construction coordination progress based on the Scrum framework among
Agile project management methods is shown in Figure 7.
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4.2. Application of Extended Collaborative Process Modeling (exCPM)

The Scrum framework proposed in this paper is a powerful and concrete practice for
iteratively and continuously improving construction project management through BIM-
based construction coordination progress. To implement and verify this in practice, this
study utilized exCPM, a process modeling methodology that is effective in monitoring
and improving collaborative processes. In addition to modeling processes, exCPM can
transform them into Petri-Nets models to find waste in the process, such as deadlocks. It is
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also useful for work management, as it allows the real-time monitoring of the exchange,
flow, and status of information required to improve the collaboration process. The key
features of exCPM are summarized as follows:

· Process-centric modeling methodology;
· Based on the components of CPM, there are 10 components in total;
· Color tokens allow for the representation of complex actors;
· It is easy to recognize general, internal collaboration, and external collaboration

processes intuitively with separate symbols;
· Dynamic representation is possible by applying tokens from Petri-Nets, enabling the

real-time monitoring of processes;
· IDEF0′s ICOM concept enables clear representation of collaborative data flows.

5. Collaborative BIM-Based Construction Coordination Progress Modeling
5.1. BIM-Based Construction Coordination Progress

The final BIM model and data from the design phase are delivered in various forms
to the client or CM, GC, and SC participating in the construction phase, and there may
not be any BIM data available [8]. To achieve project objectives in the construction phase,
information with different levels and types of detail can be provided to project participants
from BIM [46]. Eastman (1999) described this process through the concept of “information
exchange architectures”, and stated that internal mappings and external mappings are
required to utilize the centralized BIM model in various aspects [58].

In the long run, various organizations participating in the project should have BIM staff
with specialized competencies to provide BIM services required for various construction
coordination activities in the construction phase. However, previous studies have shown
that BIM staff are outsourced from companies with specialized competencies [42,43]. BIM
staff contribute to construction coordination by converting BIM into various detail levels
and types in response to the information requirements of project participants during the
construction phase, and their specific tasks include the following [46,47]:

· Revision of work set to manage large data;
· Revision of sheets/view for user interface;
· List for the entry and use of data;
· Addition of BIM model properties to enhance its application in the construction stage;
· Revision of material properties for accurate calculation;
· Addition of engineering data considering technologies available on the project site;
· Other elements to improve communication on the project site;
· System for data input/output in the construction stage.

5.2. Modeling and Description

The results of modeling the collaboration process using exCPM, a process model-
ing method selected through the analysis of prior research on BIM-based construction
coordination progress, are shown in Figure 8.

Table 3 provides information about the organizations and departments that participate
in the process in Figure 8 through the color token.
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Table 3. Company and Departments for model in Figure 8.

Company Color Token Company/Department

Company A

Facility Owner

1⃝ Client (or CM) Team

2⃝ Facility Management Team

Company B

Construction Engineering Department

3⃝ Design Team

4⃝ Construction Planning Team

5⃝ Construction Team

6⃝ Finance Team

7⃝ Safety Team

Company C
Sub-Contractor

8⃝ Sub-Contractor Team

Company D
BIM Consulting Company

9⃝ BIM Coordination Team

P1 is the “master schedule establishment” task. The rounded square process type
indicates that it is an internal collaboration, and the color token defined in Table 2 makes
it easy to identify the related departments participating in the process. This study used
numbers that did not appear in the components of exCPM to improve the readability of the
color tokens. Once the schedule of the construction project is finalized according to the P1
process, the master BIM model is modified for detailed construction work.

P4 is the “discipline BIM model authoring” task. It is a generic process as indicated
by the rectangular process type, and it is led by a BIM consulting company. In addition,
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BIM models by discipline (architecture, structure, MEP, civil) at the existing stage are
used as inputs, with the discipline BIM model and BIM-based information (visualization,
quantity takeoff, clash detection, construction scheduling, shop drawing, etc.) as outputs,
and various requirements, such as RFP, BIM execution plan, and RFI, are applied as
control elements.

P6 (“detail schedule establishment”) and P7 (“shop drawing”) are rectangular process
types, indicating that they are regular processes and are led by an SC. This process involves
creating a detailed shop drawing that considers the overall process and cost, and is planned
to reflect the requirements of the client and GC. It also presents and reviews design alter-
natives that reflect the situation on site when the design is changed by the client, and the
output of this process is utilized for smooth decision-making by the client and GC through
the P8 (“contractor coordination meeting”) process.

P8 is the “contractor coordination meeting” task, which is an angled square process
type, intuitively showing that it is an external collaboration process, with the presence of
a status token indicating that this process is currently in progress. In this process, all the
companies and team members participating in the BIM-based construction coordination
progress are involved, and various information outputs from the previous P4 process
are utilized as resources. This process can be a daily process with a small number of
people depending on the workload, or it can be a weekly or monthly process depending
on the degree of impact on other construction types and subsequent processes. For this
process, weekly and monthly process progress reviews should be conducted in conjunction
with existing processes, and construction movement and management plans should be
established to minimize interference between other construction types. In addition, parts
that require consultation with other trades and parts with high construction difficulty shall
be shared with the relevant stakeholders (client, GC, SC, and BIM consultant) through
this process. The construction company that is the subject of this process should review
the scope of work between separately ordered construction types, and allocate the work
efficiently to minimize the risks of delays and construction performance degradation owing
to disputes between contractors. This process also serves to communicate the discipline
BIM model to site workers and safety managers, including the layout and planning of
safety facilities, scaffolding plans, and equipment locations.

P11 (“construction”) is also an angled square process type. It can be intuitively
observed that this is an external collaboration process. In this process, periodic field
measurements are required to ensure that the design contents and changes are accurately
reflected in the construction, and field measurements are carried out for efficient site
management, producing an as-built BIM model as the final result in connection with the
general process, P12 “record modeling.”

There are constantly recurring processes that take a certain amount of time (days,
weeks, or months), as shown in Figure 9, which is part of Figure 8. These are not wasteful
aspects of the project to be eliminated, but should be managed in a way that maximizes
the value of the project. In Figure 9, in the P8 process (“contractor coordination meeting”),
the information requirements of various stakeholders involved in BIM-based construction
coordination progress are generated, and the BIM consultant takes the lead in respond-
ing to them. Enabling collaboration and coordination between professionals working on
a project on a construction site is critical. This interparticipant collaboration and coor-
dination tends to happen randomly in the form of RFIs, and needs to be supported by
specialized BIM staff.
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5.3. Model Validation

This study used the MGBB of the existing CPM methodology and the rules for model
transformation to validate the previously modeled exCPM. For the validation of the exCPM
model, a modified or supplemented MGBB reflecting components not defined in CPM
(status tokens, color tokens, etc.) and conversion rules reflecting them were used [56]. The
MGBB applied in this study is shown in Table 4, and the conversion rules are as follows:

· Rule 1: Any input, output, and control elements in the exCPM model that are not
defined as MGBBs are removed.

· Rule 2: The level of the marked graph to be converted (company, department, or
individual) is determined.

· Rule 3: Each element of the exCPM model is converted to a Petri-Nets model using
the defined MGBB. Here, the MGBB component selection for the process selected in
Rule 2 is based on Table 3.

· Rule 4: The Petri-Nets model is completed by adding an ending mark between the
place of the building block representing the last process in the converted Petri-Nets
model and the transition of the building block representing the first process.

· Rule 5: If a process in an exCPM model has a state token, it places the state token in
all the first appearances of the corresponding building block.

Table 4. Marked graph building blocks (MGBB) [53].

Symbol Marked Graph Building Block Symbol Marked Graph Building
Block
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When converting an exCPM model to a Petri-Nets model, the MGBB can be applied
at the company, department, and individual levels to maintain consistency, as shown in
Table 5. In this study, the exCPM model was converted in Figure 8 to a Petri-Nets model at
the company and department levels using the transformation rules and the MGBB defined
in the exCPM methodology. Figures 10 and 11 show the results.

Table 5. MGBB selection rules for transformation.

Process
Level

Company Department Individual
Normal Process [P0]

Intra-collaboration process [P0] [P1] [P2]

Inter-collaboration process [P1] [P2] [P3]
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While direct validation methods for exCPM models have not yet been developed,
exCPM models can be verified indirectly by verifying models converted to Petri-Nets. This
study used a reachability tree to analyze the Petri-Nets model. The reachability analysis
method enumerates all cases of reachable markings in a modeled system, and is a powerful
normalized methodology for analyzing systems that are simultaneously occurring and
distributed over an infinite number of states [59].
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This study analyzed only the part marked as a dotted line in Figure 10 to simplify the
validation, and the reachability tree was constructed based on the analysis as shown in
Figure 12. While constructing the reachability tree, iterative sections with the same state
mutation occur. For example, in Figure 12, M10 in the dotted line represents a state, such as
M10 = (000001100000000000), which in a process model represents the first part of a process
that repeats after a decision is made. As the states that can change afterward are also the
same, the subsequent states are omitted from Figure 12. The reachability tree analysis
shows that, in all states of the converted Petri-Nets model, deadlocks, i.e., states where no
work can be performed, do not occur, and the flow of work is decentralized. Additionally,
as the process is performed, all states ultimately result in one state (M17). This indicates
that the converted Petri-Nets model based on the exCPM model is considered reversible,
enabling iterative work, as the company-level Petri-Nets model can eventually return to
the initial state. Therefore, the transformed model is considered to have consistency. The
results of these analyses confirm that the exCPM model has been built correctly.
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As mentioned earlier, work-oriented BIM models are very diverse in form, and it is
difficult to specify the LOD. Additionally, because the subjects participating in the work
may all be different, it is inefficient to model and manage each process. It is difficult to
make decisions about projects quickly and continuously based on these models. From this
perspective, Figure 12 is the result of verifying the effectiveness of the process using the
exCPM model proposed in this study. The flow of continuous, repetitive collaboration was
conceptually expressed through the Scrum framework, and a specific process model for
this was built through exCPM. This study modeled and verified a BIM-based collaboration
process that must be performed continuously and repeatedly for construction coordination
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progress. The results of this study can be generalized and applied to actual BIM-based
construction projects.

6. Conclusions

This paper proposed a framework for collaborative BIM work processes, focusing on
construction coordination tasks among participants in the construction phase of a construc-
tion project, and modeled and validated BIM-based construction coordination progress
based on this framework. This process can be summarized as follows. First, the limitations
of traditional construction project management methodologies were analyzed through an
analysis of prior research, and the Agile project management methodology, which is similar
to the lean approach, was reviewed. The Scrum framework was used as a framework
for this study, as it produced valuable features in each short time-boxed iteration rather
than local optimization. In addition, through the analysis of a case study of a BIM-based
construction project for an apartment house, a gap was identified in the level and method
of construction project management compared with advanced construction companies
that are introducing lean techniques. In this study, a Scrum framework for BIM-based
construction coordination progress was proposed as a concrete action plan to overcome
the gaps identified through the analysis of previous studies and actual project cases. This
practice was modeled with exCPM, and the exCPM model was transformed into a veri-
fiable Petri-Nets model using MGBBs and transformation rules that were modified and
supplemented for model validation. The converted Petri-Nets model utilized reachability
tree analysis, a powerful regularized methodology for analyzing systems that are simulta-
neously occurring and distributed over an infinite number of states. An analysis of some
process sections showed that the same iterations with the same state variations occurred
during the construction of the reachability tree. This indicates that no deadlock occurs in
any state of the converted Petri-Nets model, and the Petri-Nets model converted based on
the exCPM model has been analyzed to be reversible. This result indirectly validates the
exCPM model.

The academic value of this study is as follows. First, a management methodology
for BIM-based construction projects based on an empirical process control approach was
proposed. The management methodology provided specific practices based on the Scrum
framework, and the model was built and validated through exCPM. This could be ex-
tended to other types of construction projects, not just apartment buildings. Second, the
exCPM methodology, which can model collaborative processes between multiple perform-
ers and different organizations, was applied to the construction sector. In particular, the
exCPM model was built for the iterative, continuous process of BIM-based construction
coordination, which could contribute to the achievement of project goals. The need for
new research approaches to LOD and MVD was also argued. Academically, LOD is often
misunderstood to mean that the higher the level of detail of information or geometry, the
better it supports decision-making. It also conveys the insight that the model view required
to achieve a particular purpose could have different levels of detail, formats, and ways of
conveying information.

Despite the academic value of this study, it has the following limitations. The exCPM
model was built through a single-case analysis of the construction process of an apart-
ment house. This can later be addressed by building and validating exCPM by deriving
common construction coordination progress across different types of construction projects.
Furthermore, the reliability of the exCPM model built through this study is expected to
be improved by using multiple project cases rather than a single project when targeting
multifamily housing. Lastly, the results of this study can be used as a reference to simply
model and verify complex collaboration processes for the advancement of construction
projects such as lean construction, DfMA, and OSC.
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